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Breeding Bush Beans wíth Special Reference to Architectural and Yield 

Characteristics 

Shree P. Singh 

Beans in Latín America are largely grown as a subsistence crop. Any sup
posed fluctuations ln acreage and production of subsistence farmers across 
the continent are probably small and gradual. It is mostly progressive 
farmers with large holdings who are able to modify their system or quan
tity of bean production within a matter of few years •. Many factors cou1d 
be responsib1e, among which are: (1) lack of any stable price incentives 
in natio"al or international markets. (ii) lack or scarcfty of credits 
and necessary production lnputs, 'and {ii;} extremely low and highly un
stable yielding ability of existing cultivars. The latter may very well 
be largely responsible for the former t~ constraints. It is the mandate 
of the CIAT Bean Team; in collaboration with national and international 
program scientists. to tackle the third constraint and substantia11y up
grade the yielding abi1ity and stability of performance of bean cultivars. 
And thus,' help subsistence farmers harvest and consume more per unit areal 
time and survive increasing inf1ation and population pres.sure. Stable and 
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high yielding cultivars will of course interest large farmers and relatad 
industries too, 

Objective 

The primary objective of this research project is to help drastically im
prove (at least double'or triple) the productivity of bush beans for the 
tropics and sub-tropics, emphasizing plant architecture and yi~ld charac
teristics for different cropping systems and consumer preferences in the 
major target areas. 

Strategy 

1. Continuously evaluate and identify useful genetic diversity essential 
for correcting. the morpho-physfological deficiencies of beans. 

2. Develop and evaluate alternate breeding procedures and adopt those 
which are most effective for,exploiting the available genetic variation. 

Basic Assumptions Underlying these Research Activities 

1. t~ajor breakthrough in yielding ability wil1 be obtained by simultaneous 
improvement and incorporation of the base components, e.g. effective 
plant height" number of productive nodes, leaf 'area duration (delayed 
flowering, long flowering duration, and delayed senescence). seed num
ber apd/or weight per unit area, etc. 

2. By keeping in mind the cropping systems as they relate to maturity and 
plant type in develópment of improved' germplas'm, nothing or very 1 ittle 
will ,be sacrificed for the traditional consumer preferences (grain color, 
size, quality, etc.). 

3. ,Usefulness of any characteristics wil1 be determined by holding all other 
variables constant whenever possible. 
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4. Although sequential and simultaneous improvement will be practiced 
for as many characters as feasible. maximization of specific traits 
must be an integral part of the project. 

5. Stability of the character expression over time and space is an es
sential part of its improvement. 

Germplasm Improvement , 

l. Special projects 

Based on genetic variability available at present, special projects 
are undeY'l'lay for the iniprovement and 'util iZMion of each of the follow-
1ng characteristics: 

• 
o Effective plant height. number of productive nodes and lodging 

res1stance. 
o Outrigger inflorescence, pod size, and seed number and weight. 
o Foliage type, size. color, and senescence. 
o Delayed flowering and long flowering duration. 

2. Breeding methods 

The following four breeding methods are used singly or in combinations 
to achieve specific improvement objectives: . 

. -------_. --

i. Pedigree - extensively used for most objectives. 
fi. Fast intermating and selection ·(FIS) - usad for improvement and 

utilization of most lacking.c~aracters. While progeny testing, 
selected F3/F4 families are intermated simultaneously. 

11i. Back cross - restricted to fe~1 exceptionally desirable parentsl 
characters. 

iv. Population - The first population (consists of a few F2 and large 
number of Fl crosses) is currently under development but work . 
wil1 proceed at a relatively slow pace since cytoplasmic-genetic male 
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steri1ity is rather difficu1t to handle in the population 
improvement programo 

By uti1izing these breeding rnethods, we hope to maximfze the specif
fc character express ion by bringfng together a11 favorable genes into 
common backgrounds. Desirab1e recombinants are successive1y inter-

, roa ted wi th se 1 ections for other mi ss i n9 characters wi th an u1 t lmate 
objectfve of improvfng over-a1l p1ant type and its total performance. 

It should be pointed out here that both sequentia1 evaluation of al
ternate generations at two or more locations and simultaneous screen
ing and eva1uation of materials in a given generation ,át a11 sftes 
help identify and breed for wide adaptation and stability'of perform
ance. HO~lever, the former allows the program to handle a large num
ber of materials and efficient1y use facilities and resources,whi1e 
the latter reduces the time required to deve10p desfrab1e materials. 
Three-stage selection is generally practiced: (i) during flowering ~",,', 

for foliage characteristics and growth habit, (ii) at harvest - for 
stem, branch, and fruiting characteristi"cs, and (fií) post harvest -
for seed characters. Each selected plant fs harvested separate1y. 

, ' 
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, .. After the final selection is over, selected materials are grouped,. ", ", 
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aécording to the improvement objective: bean, size and color, maturity •. ::' 

growth habito etc. ':. <; .: . ". ",..:'r: ':~:':':.,,:}~:'-: 

Also. in order to handle a 1arge number of materials. extensive note 
taking is minimized in segregating populations añil ear1y genera,tion 
fami1ies. Major emphasis is on visual selection and taking only ab
solute1y essential notes on selected materials. 
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